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Pole work exercise 
Week 2 
 

3 steps 
between each 

pole 
 

(Normal steps) 

3 steps 
between each 

pole 
 

(Big steps) 

12 steps on each bend 
(4 horse canter strides)   
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Week 2 
  

Exercise: 
 

Easter Egg challenge 
 
This exercise is concentrating on your canter rhythm. Half of the egg is big canter, half of the 
egg is collected canter. We do this a lot in our sessions, usually up the long side of the 
school. But adding the egg shape is great to keep you thinking about the inside bend. This 
exercise can be done on either rein.  
 
It would be great to put the poles in from the outside fence. So you have access to the 
outside track. This gives you space to find the right canter before you start going over the 
poles, or correct your canter at any time during the exercise. Find a canter which feels 
powerful but not overly speedy.  
 
Start over the pole at A (the top of the egg). Use your body to keep the canter collected, 
over the 3 poles on the long side of the egg. Tighten your pizza tummy, keep the knees 
super soft and sit nice and deep in the saddle.  
 
The second half your circle you are aiming for a bigger canter.  As you cross the bottom pole, 
sit nice and soft, keep your knees soft and heels down. Squeeze and try to extend your 
ponies length of stride. It’s not about going faster, you are aiming to feel like it’s more 
powerful. You don’t want to tip forward in your upper body, but sit a little softer in the saddle 
to allow your horse to move.  
 
When you get back to the top pole, tighten your core muscles, sit deeper and 
collect the canter ready for the shorter poles.  
 
The big challenge here is how much you can do with your upper body. Your  
Reins should be backing up your body movements, not the other way round J  
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Remember:  
Inside leg for bend 
Outside leg to control the quarters  
Inside rein for bend 
Outside rein for control and speed 

 
My lovely older lot:  
This exercise should help you really focus on inside bend.  
Think about how you ask for inside bend? Can you see 
 your horses inside eyelashes?  We often talk about the 
banana bend – this diagram helps you visualise it.  
Remember your reins are pieces of elastic, don’t hold on 
 to them or you will stop your pony bending. Use your legs  
to bend your horses body and into your hand.  
 
One more thing, remember to look up and where you are going.  
 
If you need some help with your inside bend, give me a shout and we can talk through it!  
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